Wild Chinook in the Northwest

Salmon Through the Ages
W

Proud boy and Chinook salmon,
Columbia River, 1917.

ild salmon once filled the rivers of the
Pacific Northwest. Since the ice ages,
this muscular fish has embodied the
health and vitality of this region. Prior to
European settlement in the Northwest, salmon
were an important food staple for some local
tribes and the heart of many Native American
tribes’ culture and heritage.
When Lewis and Clark were exploring the
Columbia and Snake River basins in 1805, they
reported Indians catching massive quantities of
salmon, 10 - 16 million fish by current
estimates. Sixty years later, the first salmon
cannery in North America was established near
Astoria, marking the first of commercial
salmon harvests. By the early 1900’s, it was
estimated that 30 million wild salmon and searun trout came upstream to spawn. Despite
weakening salmon stocks from commercial
fishing and streamside development, the

fishing industry was valued at $1.2 billion
annually. By the late1980’s, commercial fishing
had decreased by 85 percent.
Overfishing, habitat destruction, fish
hatcheries, water pollution and large-scale
environmental changes have caused salmon
runs to decline in the Pacific Northwest.
Since European settlement, 9 out of 10
wild salmon runs and 100 distinct salmon
stocks have disappeared from the region.
Three times that many are at risk of disappearing and losing their habitat.
“Salmon are the soul of the Pacific
Northwest,” writes Joe Cone. “In their return
upriver to spawn, they are the symbol of the life
force of this region.” Their declining numbers
are an early warning sign that there is much
more at stake than just the decline of their
population.
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salmon at Celilo Falls, Columbia River.
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Spokane women drying salmon.

Salmon Decline Affects Everyone

T

he Pacific Northwest is
losing its salmon. Rivers
like the Willamette
were once braided with
numerous side channels that
provided ideal spawning
grounds and rearing habitat for
juvenile salmon. Over time,
suitable habitat has been
reduced or degraded, threatening salmon populations
everywhere.
In Eugene, salmon live in
the Willamette River, many of
the small streams that flow
into the Willamette, and
portions of Delta Ponds during
one or more stages of their life

cycle. Juvenile salmon (fry and
smolts) migrate from upstream
areas to seek shelter in small
alcoves and side channels along
the Willamette where they can
feed, hide from predators, and
grow for up to a year before
continuing their journey
downstream to the ocean. The
cycle continues when returning
adult salmon migrate from the
ocean through Eugene from
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May through July, heading back
to their “home stream” to
spawn.
Why should we be
concerned? Healthy salmon
populations are a direct
indicator of healthy rivers. The
preservation of wild salmon is
directly related to natural
resource protection, growth
management and our quality of
life. If we do everything we can

to protect salmon and salmon
habitat now, we can ensure
salmon will be abundant in
future generations.
Many things we do in our
every day lives, from washing
our cars to using pesticides in
our yards, can have a negative
impact on water quality. Only
by being aware of how pollution affects salmon and by
changing our habits can we
help keep water clean and
salmon populations healthy. It
will take a commitment by
citizens, public institutions, and
private companies alike if
salmon are to survive.
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